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Summary. A mixed boundary value problem on a doubly connected domain in the 
complex plane is investigated. The solution is given in an integral form using reflection 
mapping. The reflection mapping makes it possible to reduce the problem to an integral 
equation considered only on a part of the boundary of the domain. 
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Let D be a bounded domain (= open and connected set) with the boundary C in 
the complex plane C = R2 and let A C D be a continuum with the boundary B such 
that D \ A is connected. The following mixed boundary value problem is motivated 
by some problems in hydrodynamics (compare [8]). Given real-valued functions fc, 
fs continuous on C and B respectively, find a holomorphic function / : D \ A -» C 
and a constant fc e R such that 
(1) (eC=> lim Ref(z) = fc{0, 
»-K 
zeD\A 
(2) CeB=> lim lmf(z) = fB(Q + k. 
z£D\A 
1 Support of the grant N° 201/96/0431 of the Czech Grant Agency is gratefully acknow-
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If B and C are rectifiable Jordan curves satisfying some appropriate regularity condi-
tions then the unknown holomorphic function / can be expressed in terms of integrals 
of the Cauchy type with continuous real-valued densities (ps on B and </>c on C (com-
pare [16], [22]). If D is a special domain admitting the so-called reflection mapping 
mirroring D with respect to the boundary C (compare [18]), then the above problem 
of finding two unknown functions fs, <Pc can be reduced to a problem with only one 
unknown function ipg by using a suitable integral representation of the function / . 
Applications of this technique to boundary value problems in the theory of harmonic 
functions have been studied in [19], [20], [21], [3]-[5]. In this remark we shall try 
to find "minimal" assumptions concerning regularity of the boundary B of the con-
tinuum A guaranteeing that the reflection method can be used to obtain suitable 
integral representation of the holomorphic function / in the mixed boundary value 
problem described above. 
N o t a t i o n . In the following, D C C will be a fixed bounded domain with 
the boundary 3D = C. As usual, points (a, b) € R2 will be identified with the 
corresponding complex numbers a + \b G C (i is the imaginary unit). 
I f M c C s R 2 then dM, cl M and M° denote the boundary, closure and interior 
of M, respectively. If further z e C then dist(2, M) stands for the distance of the 
point 2 from the set M. The symbol dj will denote the partial derivative with respect 
to the j '-th variable (j = 1,2). 
Definition 1. A reflection mapping corresponding to D is the mapping g: 
U -*• C defined on some neighbourhood U of the boundary C satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) The complex conjugate g of g is one-to-one and holomorphic on U. 
(») 9(0 = C for any C £ C. 
(hi) g(UnD) = U\ c\D,g(U\ c\D) = UnD. 
( i v) g{g(z)) = z for any z G U. 
E x a m p l e . If 
D = {zeC | \z\ <r} 
is the disc with radius r > 0 then the mapping 
,-»4 
(z denotes the conjugate of z G C) defined on U = C \ {0} is the reflection mapping 
corresponding to D. Reflection mappings corresponding to more general Jordan 
domains have been investigated in [18]. Let us start with some elementary observa-
tions. 
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O b s e r v a t i o n 1. If £> has the reflection mapping g then each point z0 = 
xo + iyo G C has a neighbourhood in C which is a non-parametric simple arc given 
by equation y = ipi(x) (where Vi is an infinitely differentiable function on an open 
interval I\ C R with x0 e h) or by equation x = tp2(y) (where t/>2 is an infinitely 
differentiable function on an open interval I2 C R with y0 6 I2). The boundary 
C = dD thus consists of finitely many infinitely smooth Jordan curves. (We will 
always suppose in the following that C is oriented positively with respect to D.) 
P r o o f . Let us suppose that g is the reflection mapping corresponding to D and 
defined on U. It is seen from conditions (ii), (iii) that C is the set of all points z eU 
with g(z) = z. If g = gt + \g2 (i.e. g\,g2 are the real and the imaginary part of g) 
then the condition g(z) = z can be rewritten in the form 
F1(x,y) = 0, F2(x,y) = 0, 
where 
Fi(x,y) =gi(x,y) - x, F2(x,y) = g2(x,y) -y. 
The functions F\,F2 are infinitely differentiable on U. Since g is holomorphic, 
<9i9i = - ^ 2 9 2 
and we see that at no point of U it may occur that 
diFi = 0 and at the same time d2F2 = 0. 
Given z0 = x0 + iy0 € C suppose, for example, that 
d2F2(x0,y0)^0-
By the implicit function theorem there are Si,S2 > 0 and a function 
if>i : ]x0 - Si,xo + Sx[ - ) • ]y0 - S2,y0 + S2[ 
such that 
F2{x,^(x))=0 
for each x £ ]x0 - <5i, x0 + i5i [; points of the form (x, 4>\ (x)) are the only solutions of 
the equation F2(x,y) = 0 belonging to Q = ]XQ — <5i, »'o + Sx[ x ]y0 - S2, y0 + S2[ (we 
may suppose that <5i, <52 are such that Q C U) and V'i is infinitely differentiable. 
Denote by 
K :={ (x,y) | x 6 ]ar0 - <5i,x0 + Si[,y = 1p1 (x) } 
the graph of fa. Clearly CnC- C K. Now it suffices to show that C n Q = K. Let us 
suppose that there is a point (x, y) G K such that (x, y) $. C. Then any two points 
from Q\C can be joined in Q by an arc not meeting C. Since CnQ contains (x0, y0) 
we have C n Q / B and 
DnQ = Q\C. 
But this is not possible since any neighbourhood of z0 = (x0,y0) (as well as a 
neighbourhood of any point from C in general) contains points from U \ cl D [if 
zn G D, zn -> z0 then g(zn) -» 3(20) = zo and 9(2,,) e U \ cl D due to (hi)]. The 
case d\F\(x0,y0) ^ 0 is similar. G 
O b s e r v a t i o n 2. Let D be a bounded domain with reflection mapping g de-
fined on an open neighbourhood U of the boundary dD = C. If C consists of 
more than one Jordan curve then U cannot be connected and each component of U 
contains at most one Jordan curve composing C. 
P r o o f . For simplicity let us suppose that C = C\ U C2 , where C\, C2 are 
Jordan curves and that, for example, D = In tCi n E x t C 2 , where In tCi denotes the 
bounded complementary domain of C\ and Ext C2 is the unbounded complementary 
domain of C2 . Assume that there is a component U\ of U such that C cU\. First 
observe that U\n c lD is connected. Indeed, if U\n cl D = M\L)M2 where M\, M2 are 
separated, then each of the curves C i , C 2 is contained in M\ or in M2 ; suppose, for 
example, that C\ C M\, C2 C M2. Then 
U\ = [M\ U (U\ n Ext Ci)] U [M2 U (U\ n Int C 2 ) ] , 
where the two sets on the right-hand side are evidently separated—a contradiction; 
similar reasoning applies in the other cases. In view of smoothness of C it follows 
that U\ n D is connected, too. Let z\ 6 C\, z% G C2 . Then there is a simple 
arc L C U\ n cl D with end-points z\, z2 such that 
L\{z\,z2}cDnU\. 
Then g(L) is also a simple arc with the same end-points and condition (iii) implies 
9 ( L ) \ { * i , * 2 } c C \ c l D , 
which is impossible. Q 
O b s e r v a t i o n 3. If there is a compact A C D such that D \ A is connected 
and D\A C U then C consists of only one Jordan curve (i.e. D is a Jordan domain). 
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P r o o f . If C contains two Jordan curves C\, C2 then denote by U\ the compo-
nent of U containing Ci and put U2 = U \ Ux ( D C 2 ) . Then 
(D\A)nUu (D\A)nU2 
are separated and clearly non-empty. • 
Now let us suppose that D C C is a bounded domain and A / 0 is a continuum 
contained in D. We will need the following known assertion. 
Propos i t ion 1. If D\ A is a domain and f: D\A -» C is a holomorphic function 
such that for some a, b e R 
(3) C e C ( = 3 . D ) = > lim R e / ( z ) = a, 
z£D\A 
(4) C € B (= 9 A) = > lim Im f(z) = 6, 
2-+C 
z£D\A 
then f is constant on D \ A (and f = a + ib there). 
P r o o f . For convenience of the reader we include the following argument which 
is merely a simplification of a more general consideration from [22]. Suppose that 
/ is not constant and put 
R(a) := { C e C | Rec, = o } , 1(b) := { C £ C j ImC = b }. 
It follows from (3), (4) that 
(5) df(D\A)cR(a,)Ul(b). 
Indeed, given C £ 9f(D \ A) there is a sequence of points zn e D \ A [which can be 
supposed to be convergent, zn -> z0 € cl(D \ A)} such that lim f(zn) = C- In the 
case z0 e D \ A the point f(z0) = C would be an interior point of f(D \ A), which is 
impossible. Hence either z0 € C = dD [in which case lim Re / ( z„ ) = a = ReC] or 
z0 £ B = dA [and then lim Im f(zn) = b = Im C] and C e R(a)
 u 1(b) is verified. 
Under our assumptions f(D \ A) is a domain. We can thus fix z e D \ A such that 
f(z) $ R(a) U 1(b). Choose e > 0, 
£ < d i s t ( / ( F ) , J R ( a ) U / ( 6 ) ) . 
Then there is a 5 > 0 such that 
(ze D\A,dist(z,d(D\A)) < 5 ) => dist(f(z),R(a) U 1(b)) <e. 
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This means that the compact Q := {z e D \ A \ dist(z,d(D \ A)) >. 5} contains z 
and if R > 0 is sufficiently large then f(Q) is contained in 
BR(a + ib) •= {zeC\ \z-(a + ib)\ <R}. 
Thus 
f(D\A) C BR(a + ib) U {w e C \ dist(w,R(a) U 1(b)) <E}. 
Consider the half-line 
P= {a + ib + t[f(T)~(a + ib)\ \t^l}. 
Clearly 
Pn{weC\ dist(_,i.(a)UJ(6)) < s } = 0. 
The origin of P (corresponding to t = 1) belongs to f(D\A), while the points of P 
corresponding to large t > 1 lie outside of f(D \ A). Thus P has to meet df(D \ A) 
which contradicts (5); this contradiction proves that / is constant on D \ A. • 
N o t a t i o n . Let ^ ' stand for the set of all real-valued continuously differen-
tiable functions in R2 with compact support, and for a compact Q C R2 let 
^(1,W) = { ^ k e C } 
( i) be the linear space over R consisting of restrictions to Q of functions from ^J 
Recall that dj stands for the partial derivative with respect to the j-th variable 
(j = 1,2); we put 5 = |(3i + i<92). If A C C*is a Lebesgue measurable set with 
compact boundary B = dA then to each ip G ^ ( 1 )(B) we assign a function K.A<p(z) 
of the complex variable z £ C \ B in the following way: 
Given z e C\B choose ^>v e "if0 such that ip^ = ip on B and z £ sptVv (thus 
ipv vanishes on some neighbourhood of z) and put 
KMz):=í[ 5MOdA2(0, 
1" Jc\ A C ~ Z 'C\A  -
where A2 is the Lebesgue measure on R
2 _ C. (Note that in distinction to [13] the 
integral is multiplied by 2.) The value of K,A(p(z) is independent of the choice of ip^ 
satisfying the above conditions (compare Lemma 2.1 in [10]) and the function 
z K> K,A<p(z) 
is holomorphic on C \ dA. 
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(Iii the case when A is a Jordan domain bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve dA 
which is positively oriented with respect to A the Green formula yields 
KMz) = U ^ IdC, 
which is the usual Cauchy type integral.) 
M C ) = ^ l n - ^ . C 6 C \ W l 
is the fundamental harmonic function with the pole at z and if for u, v € C = R2 we 
denote by (u, v) = Rem; the scalar product of the vectors u,v (by v we mean the 
complex conjugate to v 6 C) then for z e C \ B 
Im/CV( -0 = WA<p(z) := 2 / (grad^(C) ,grad/ l 2 (C))dA 2 (C) 
JR2\A 
(compare (16 w ) in [13]); the function z n- W
A<p(z) is harmonic o n C \ B . 
Further, for r > 0 and z £ C put 
ft.(-):-:{CeC||C-*|<r} 
and define the upper density 
MA \ v M[BT(z)nA] 
d ( A , ; ) = h m s u p \ ', 
rj.o M[Br(z)\ 
deaA= { 2 G C \d(A,z) >0,d(C\A,z) > 0 } 
(desA is the so-called essential boundary of A; clearly desA C dA). 
N o t e . Related definitions of double layer potentials WAip have appeared in 
[2], [12] (cf. also [10], [15]); for Cauchy's type integrals KAf cf. [1]. 
C o n v e n t i o n . We will suppose in the following that D is a bounded domain 
in C with a boundary C and with the reflection mapping defined on an open neigh-
bourhood U of C. Now A C D will be a compact set such that D \ U C A"; its 
boundary B = dA is thus contained in D C\U. We will suppose for simplicity that 
A is massive in the sense that 
\2[Br(z)nA] > 0 
for any z € A and r > 0. Define 
G:=(U\A)ng(U\A); 
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clearly G is an open set containing (D\A)U C. 
To each tp G W(B) assign a function JA<p(z) defined on G by 
JA<p(z) = KAp(z)-KA^(9(z)), zeG. 
L e m m a 1. For any <p G ^^(B) the function 
JAp>:z^JA<p(z) 
is holomorphic on G. 
P r o o f . The function KAp is holomorphic o n C \ B and thus on G. Verifying 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations one can easily prove the following assertion: If / is 
holomorphic on a neighbourhood of z0 G C and h is holomorphic on a neighbourhood 
of f(z0), then the function q, 
q(z) = /»(/( ;)) , 
is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of z0. It follows from the definition of G that 
g(z) G G for z G G. Indeed, if z € G then z € U\A and thus g(z) G g(U \ A); since 
2 e g(U\A) there is a z' G U\A with ; = g(z') and, consequently, g(z) = g(g(z')) = 
z' G U\A and we see that g(z) G G. Applying the above assertion to h = KAip and 
/ = g we obtain that 
z^KA<p(g(z)) 
is holomorphic on G so that JAtp is holomorphic there, too. • 
N o t a t i o n . For an open set V C C let s/{V) denote the linear space of all holo-
morphic functions on V and Jf(V) the space of all real-valued harmonic functions 
on V. By Ai we denote the length, that is the Hausdorff one-dimensional measure 
(cf. chap. II, § 8 in [17]). 
L e m m a 2. Let ^l)(B) C V(B) (= the space of all continuous real-valued func-
tions on B with the supremum norm) be endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence induced from 'tf(B). If 
(6) Ai(<9esvl) < o o 
then the mapping KA : tfW(B) ->• af{C \ B), 
(7) KA:tp^KA<p, 
is continuous under the topology of locally uniform convergence in &?(C \ B), the 
mapping JA : W^(B) --> j>f(G), 
(8) JA:<p»JA<p, 
is continuous under the topology of locally uniform convergence in stf(G), and the 
mapping Im JA : <gW(B) -» J?(G), 
(9) ImJA: <p*+TmJA<p, 
is continuous under the topology of locally uniform convergence in Jf(G). 
P r o o f . It is proved in Theorem 1 from [13] that the mapping (7) is continuous 
(the choice q i= 1 in [13]). Let IA denote the mapping from ^W(B) into s?(G), IA: 
<p i-+ IA<p, where 
IA<p(z) = KAp(g(z)); 
then JA = KA - IA. To prove that JA is continuous it now suffices to show that 
IA is continuous. Let K C G be a compact set. Since Q = g(K) is compact and 
Q C G there is a constant k e R such that 
sup\KAv(z)\ H k\\<p\\ 
for any <p € ^^(B), where || . . . || stands for the supremum norm in ^^(B). Thus 
we have for <pe^m(B) 
sup\lA<p(z)\ = sup \KA<p(g(z))\ = sup\KA<p(z)\ <: k\\<p\\, 
zeK zei< I I zeQ 
which means that IA is continuous. 
The continuity of the mapping (9) follows immediately from the continuity of the 
mapping (8). • 
R e m a r k 1. Condition (6) means that A has a finite perimeter (cf. [6]). The-
orem 1 in [13] asserts among other things that (6) is necessary for the continuity of 
the mapping 
Im/C 4 : <p<-^ImKA<p 
as a mapping from ^^(B) into JV(R2 \ B) [under the topology of locally uniform 
convergence in Jif(R2 \ B)]. But the proof relies only on the fact that there are three 
points z±, z^, z-i e R2 \ B not lying on a line and a constant k e R such that 
|lmKA<p(zi)| < k\\<p\\ ( l ^ * s £ 3 ) 
for <p £ ^^(B). Thus one can see that the condition (6) is also necessary for the 
continuity of that mapping as a mapping from SfM(2?) into Jt(G). By Theorem 1 
from [13] the condition (6) is also necessary for the continuity of the mapping (7). 
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In the following we will always suppose that (6) is valid. Then the mappings 
(7), (8) [and also (9), of course] have natural extensions to the whole space V(B). 
Thus to each ip 6 ^(B) a function KA<p e &f(C \ B) is assigned in a natural way 
[and the mapping (7) is continuous on ^(B)] and also a function JA<p e £?(G) is 
assigned to <p € V(B) [and the mapping (8) is continuous on 'tf(B)]. 
By dA we denote the reduced boundary of A which consists of all points ( 6 R2 
for which there exists a vector n = nA(Q) e d-Bi(O) [where 8BX(0) is the boundary 





the vector n^(C) is then uniquely determined and is called the interior Federer normal 
of A at the point C € dA. 
It is known that dA C desA is a Borel set, the function C >-* n^(C) is Borel 
measurable (see [7]) and, if (6) is fulfilled, then 
A! (desA \§A)=0. 
Further, for C G dA let us define the tangent vector of B at the point C by 
TA(0 = -inA(0-
If Const(B) denotes the subspace of all constant functions in "if (B) then it follows 
from the definition of K.Aip that (see p. 8 in [13]) 
v e V(B) =* KM*) = I L r~- • r(0 dAi(0, - e C \ A, 
t JdA C - Z 
<p £ Const(B) => K,A<p(z) = 0 for each z € C \ A 
(compare with (26) in [13]). For ip e V(B) and z e G we have 
<Ж) jлф) = ì f pO л{0dXЛ0_l f ^ 
ъJgлQ-z nJӘAÇ-g(z 
WAҷ>(z) = lmKAp(z) = - f ҷ(0 • Im ( ~ ) dA.(0 
^ ( O d A ^ C ) , 
, 1 / ( O Í l f c ^ z i i l ^ K , 
^ y§4 i~ - c ř \z - ci2 
= 2 i rtO<nд(0,gradfc,(0>dAi(0. 
JдA 
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R e m a r k . We shall look for the solution of the mixed boundary value problem 
described in the introduction expressed in the form 
do) m = -{[ 7£^dC+ / ^£LA + J^B(Z), 
IO (Jc C-Z JcQ-g(
z) J 
z 6 D \ A, for appropriate ipc 6 ^(C), fB £ ^ ( B ) . 
In this context we arrive at a question concerning conditions on A under which 




exists (and is finite), i.e. Im JA<p is continuously extendable from D\A to (D\A)UB. 
For this purpose let us introduce some notation. 
N o t a t i o n . For rj e K2 and 6* 6 dBi (0) let 
ff(»?,0) = { 7 / - M 0 | « > O } 
be the half-line with the origin t) and the direction 8. For r £ ]0, +oo] by 
vr(e,n) 
we mean the number of points of desA n H(r/, 9) n BT(rf). Then the function 
0i-n; r(0,f?]) 
is Ai-measurable on dBi(0) and (compare pp. 27, 28 in [13]) 
P ( M ) d A i ( * ) = L | ( n
A ( C ) , g r a d ^ ( 0 ) | d A i ( 0 . 
ðBi(O) 
Put 
«г(i») = - / «г(ľ,ił)dAi(в). 
п ІӘB,(0) 
Propos i t ion 2. The limit 
lim I m j M z ) 
z-nj 
= ß \ / l 
exists and is finite for each <p G ^(B) and each r\ G B [that is for each <p G 'tf(B) the 
function Im JA<p is continuously extendable from D\A to (D\A)U B] if and only 
if 
(11) supu0 0(n) < oo. 
•jefl 
P r o o f . For each <p G tf(B) the function KA<p is continuous on C \ A and thus 
the function 
z^KAp{g(z)) 
is continuous on UnD [as g(UnD) = U\ clD C C \ A ] and hence also on (D\A)UB 
(as B C UnD). This means that Im JA<p can be continuously extended from D \ A 
to (D \ A) U B if and only if Im KA<p has this property. One can see easily that the 
condition (11) is fulfilled if and only if for each r\ G B 
(12) limsupDoo(?7) < oo 
(using the fact that v^ is lower semicontinuous on R2—see Corollary 1 from [14], 
for example). But by Theorem 4 from [14] (choice q = 1) (12) is a sufficient and 
necessary condition for the existence of a finite limit 
lim lm/CA<p(z) 
z£D\A 
for any v £ ^(B). ' D 
C o n v e n t i o n . From now on we will always suppose that (11) is fulfilled. Then 
the following is valid. 
Lemma 3. For each n G B the density of A at n 
\2[Br(,1)nA] 
d(A,ri) := l im-
no A2[B-(»?)] 
exists, the function 
( ^ (nA(0,Sradh„(0) 
is integrable on dA with respect to Ax and for any <p G V(B) 





(13) ZVfa) = [l-M(.4.»/)]?(»»)+ 2 f <p(C)(nA(C),gradftI,(C))dAi(C). 
Proof . The assertion follows from Theorem 2.19 [see also formula (51) on p. 72 
and formulas (l)-(3) on p. 73] in [10]. • 
R e m a r k . The operator T: <p i-4 Tip is continuous on "^(B). 
Lemma 4. If f is defined on D \ A by (10) where tpc 6 V(C) and <PB e ^(B) 
then 
(14) lim Ref(z) = 2<pc(n) for each n^C. 
Proof . If 2 e D \ A approaches ?? G C then g(z) € C \ cl £> approaches ri too 
but through the complementary set E = C \ clD. It follows from the theorem on 
the jump of the double layer potential (compare 2.19 in [10]) that 
lim R e i [ / ^ d C + / - ^ d C *-+„ HI [Jc C - ~ JcC- fl(2) 
zeD\A 
= lim i l m / ^ ( n d C - lim -lm f '—^-dC = 2<pc(n). 
*-»») t Jc C - * «-+v K Jc C - to 
.-eD tueE 
On the other hand, it follows from the continuity of KAips at 77 = J(»J) e C c C \ B 
that 
lim Re;rVB(z) = ReK
AipB(v) ~ ReKApB(g(n)) = 0, 
Z-H) 
which yields (14). • 
Lemma 5. Iff is defined on D \ A by (10) and if (1), (2) are fulfilled for given 
fc e V(C), fB 6 ^f(B) then for 77 6 B 
(15) -VB(7?) + rVB(^)+Im^-
4¥'B(9(';)) = fa(n) - Hn) + k, 
where T is defined by (13) and 
for i ?Єß. . 
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Proof . By (14) necessarily <pc = | / c ; with this choice we have for r\ e B 
hm i f / ^ d c + / 7 ^ d c ] = ̂ [ /^dc+/ ?MCLd C l 
*-+n Tti [Jc C - z S Jc C - ffto J 2ra [ j c C — *7 j c C - s(»7) J 
z€D\A 
and by Lemma 3 
lim Im JAcpB(z)= lim [imK
A<pB(z) ~ *m>C
A<pB(g(z))] 
z g D \ A ze£>\"4 
= ~<PB(V) +T<pB(ri) +lmK,
AVB(g(ri)). 
Now (15) follows from (2). . D 
R e m a r k 2. Define an operator H: <p >-¥ H<p acting on 'if(B) by setting 
for <p e 'tf(B) 
H<p(rj)=lmK.A<p(g(r,)), ii d B. 
The operator H is bounded on 'S'(B). As we have seen above a function / of the 
form (10) fulfils the conditions (1), (2) if and only if <pc = \fc and the func-
tion <PB = <p is a solution of the equation 
(17) (I-T-H)<p = h-fB-k-lB, 
where h 6 t?(B) is given by (16) and 1^ denotes the constant function equal to one 
on B; here / is the identity operator. 
In connection with equation (17) it is useful to evaluate the essential norm of the 
operator U = T + H which is defined by 
LJ(U) := inf{ \\U- Q\\ | QeWl}, 
where OT is the space of all compact operators on ^(B). 
Lemma 6. ui(T + H) = lim [sup iv(»/)]. 
no veB 
Proof . First note that H is a compact operator on 'tf(B). In order to prove 
this it suffices to show that if 9S is the unit ball in '€(B) then H(SS) is a set of 
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous functions (on B). For this purpose use the 
following expression of H<p(rf) for <p £ 'ff(B), r\ e B, 
H<p(rj) = lmKA<p(g(r,)) = - f <p(Q • Im ( T {C) ) dAi(0 
KJ8A \ C - 5 W Z 
mentioned above. 
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Put S = dist{B,g{B)); clearly S > 0. Further let q = Xi{dA); we have q < oo by 
assumption. For ip e SB, tj e B we obtain 
|tf,(,)| = i|4,(0- ^ ( ^ d A ^ o l ^ , 
which shows that H{33) is a set of uniformly bounded functions. 
For Q e B, rji, 112 £ B we have 
I i i i _ Ig^Q-gfe)! [g_____g___J 
k-ff(m) c-s(%)l |(c-g(»?i))(c-g(%))|x 52 
Thus we get for 771, T?2 e B, ip £ 38 
\H*M - H«»)\ = i | / o , « ) • im [^(C) ( ^ - ^ ) ] dAl(0| 
^Jakfe)-»(%)!• 
Since </ is continuous we see that H{38) is a set of equicontinuous functions, which 
completes the proof of compactness of H. 
As H is compact we have 
UJ{T + H) =w(T). 
It follows from Theorem 4.1 in [10] that 
w{T) = lim sup iv(77). 
rio neB 
The assertion is proved. • 
In the following we will always suppose that 
(18) V0
B := l im supivfa) < 1. 
r4.0 7,£B 
It is shown in [11] that then each point ? ; e / 3 has a neighbourhood in B of the form 
J\ U {i)} U J2 where J\, J2 are disjoint non-parametric Lipschitz open arcs with a 
common end-point r\; further 
V0
B = lim supV,(»7), 
rj.0 veB 
where 
Vr{r,) = - Vr(e,77)dA1(e) 
71 JOB,(0) 
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with Vr(8, n) denoting the number of points of the set 
Br\H(r),9)nBr(v) 
[6 i-f Vr(9,n) is a Baire function on dBi(0)]. 
If A is a continuum not separating D then B = dA is a rectifiable Jordan curve as 
a consequence of (18) and A is the closure of its bounded complementary domain. 
Propos i t ion 3. Let A be a simply connected continuum satisfying conditions 
specified above. Then for <p e V(B) 
(I -T - H)<p e Const(B) «=> ip G Const(i3), . 
V?o e Const(B) => (I - T - H)po = 0. 
P r o o f . If we define for <p £ V(B) 
then, as we have seen, 
r, e B = > (I - T - H)<p(r}) = - lim Im f(z). 
Z-tT) 
z£D\A 
Thus if (I - T - # > = c l B (c 6 R) then 
lim Re f(z) = 0 for each r) € C, 
Z - H j 
z6DV4 
lim Im / ( z ) = - c for each n e B. 
z->»7 
zgD\/> 
By Proposition 1 then 
f(z) = - i c for each z 6 £> \ . 4 , 
whence 
Re / p£L dC = Re / ~ ~ dC for each 0 e D \ A. 
JBQ-Z JBQ- 9(z) x 
If ze D\ A, z -^ rj <S B then g(z) -+ ff('?) e ( t 2 \ B and, consequently, 
hm R e / ^ d C ^ R e / - ^ ) , 0 




d: z^lie f pQ-d(, ^ G R 2 \ A , 
JB C ~ z 
is harmonic on R2 \ A and continuously extendable from R2 \ A to (R2 \ A) u B- L e t 
n0 G B be such that 
MK'/o) =max\d(n)\. 
Since d has the zero limit at oo we have also 
M M = sup \d(v)\. 
r,G(R2\A)UB 
But we have d(g(ijo)) = d(n0) and since g(iio) is an interior point of R \ A the 
function d is constant on R2 \ A (compare [3]). Thus by [9] the integral fB f S
 dC 
is constant on R2 \ A and also on the Jordan domain A°, and ip £ Const(-B)- But if 
ip G Const(i3) then the corresponding function / vanishes and 
0 = - lim Im f(z) = (I-T- H)ip(r]) for each n G B. 
z->») 
z£D\A 
The assertion is proved. D 
Summarizing our investigation we arrive at the main result of this paper. 
T h e o r e m . Let D C C be a bounded domain with the reflection mapping g defined 
on U D 3D = C. Let A C D be a simply connected massive continuum with B = dA 
satisfying V0
B < 1 [cf. (18)] such that D\U C A°. Then for any fc £ tf(C), 
fB G V(B) there are k G R and <pc G %?(C), ipB G V(B) such that the function 
/W-ЛÍ/ ^ d í + / ^ U l + Ш ş^dc- / 
ra [Jc Ç-z Jc C - д(z) J тt [Jg C - x Jв 
C - g(x) 
satisfies (1), (2); k G R and <£c (= | / c j £ ^ ( C ) are determined uniquely and 
<PB £ ^>(B) is determined uniquely up to an additive constant from Const(B). 
P r o o f . Let us first remark that under our assumptions on A the condition 
VB < 1 implies that B is a rectifiable Jordan curve satisfying (11) and \i(B) < oo 
guarantees (6) (cf. [11]). We see that all the requirements on A specified above are 
fulfilled. 
We have seen that / of the given form is a solution of the problem if and only if 
ipc = \fc and (pB is a solution of the equation (17) where h is given by (16). Choose 
a linear mapping P which continuously projects rfi(B) onto Const(B) [for example 
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a mapping of the form P<p — <P(WO)1B, where w0 e B is fixed]. Let us show that the 
equation 
(19) (I -T-H -P)<p = e 
has for each e € V(B) a unique solution <p 6 'ff(B). According to the Fredholm 
alternative it suffices to verify that the only solution of the equation 
(20) (I-T-H- P)<p0 = 0 
is the trivial solution <p0 = 0. Indeed, if (20) is valid then (I -T — H)<fo 6 Const(B), 
which by Proposition 3 implies that <p0 € Const(B) and (I -T — H)<Po = 0, whence 
P<po = <po = 0. 
For the right hand side e = h — JB [where h is given by (16)] the equation (19) 
has a unique solution <p = <ps', the function / corresponding to <PB fulfils 
(21) lim lmf(z) = fB(ri)-P<PB(v) 
2-»7J 
z£D\A 
for each 77 6 B. Due to Proposition 3 the constant P<ps 6 Const(S) is determined 
uniquely and <ps £ ^(B) is determined uniquely up to a constant. Indeed, let 
P i , P2 be two such projections and let 
(I-T-H-P\)<p\=e, (I-T-H-P2)<p2 = e; 
then 
(I-T- H)(<p\ - <p2) = P2<p2 -P\<p\e Const(B) 
and by Proposition 3 we conclude that <p\ — <p2 G Const(B) and P\<p\ = P2<p2- • 
R e m a r k 3. The integral representation obtained in our theorem for the solu-
tion / of the mixed boundary value problem described in the introduction appears 
useful also from the point of view of numerical analysis. Under the same assump-
tion (18) it is possible to propose a numerical method solving the mixed boundary 
value problem and to establish its convergence using methods from [23], [3], These 
topics will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. 
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